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Abstract—Product lines achieve significant cost and effort reduction through large scale reuse of software product assets. Software Product Lines (SPL) consists of core assets and custom assets, which are shared among multiple products. Core assets, custom assets and products evolve independently. In single product the evolution of the product is in the time dimension, whereas the evolution of products in SPL is in both time and space dimension. Software Configuration Management (SCM) is a software engineering discipline that concerns the management of software evolution and change control. Available SCM systems are suitable for the single product evolution but inadequate for SPL systems. A software version management system is proposed to support product line engineering by supporting product line evolution, product derivation and change promulgation from core assets and custom assets to multiple products and vice versa. This approach supports twenty-three cases of amend promulgations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the years, software is developing at a fast pace, as it became inescapable and basic in our data based society so all software makers ought to expect obligation regarding its unwavering quality. Earlier “reliable software” meant error free software, but these days concerns like, adaptability and maintainability are equally vital. The need of the day is efficiency and optimization. This can be achieved by adopting software product lines. Software product line engineering is an approach that develops and maintains families of products while taking advantage of their common aspects and predicted variability. Despite the benefits of product lines many challenges remain. Product lines need to evolve and adapt continuously to stay competitive to meet the requirements of new customers, and to reflect changes in technologies [1]. However, the issue of product line evolution is hardly addressed by existing approaches and tool support is still not adequate.

Evolution in product lines is more challenging than in single systems due to the two inter-winning life-cycles of domain engineering and application engineering. In domain engineering, reusable core assets are developed and the scope of the system is defined whereas in application engineering, the variability of the system is defined [2]. In 2004 ACM/IEEE Software Engineering Curriculum Guidelines list software evolution as one of ten key areas of software engineering education. Software is dynamic in nature. In 1970, Lehman formulated laws of software evolution, which says that a program to be used in a real world environment necessarily must change or becomes progressively less useful in the environment [3]. SCM encompasses the disciplines and techniques of initiating, evaluating and controlling change to software products during and after the development process. It emphasizes the importance of configuration control in managing software production [2]. The SPL poses a different problem to SCM in comparison to a single product software development. In a single product, the evolution of a product line is in the time dimension [18]. In SPL, products evolve independently of the components that are shared among the different products. Products and components have their own line of development. The evolution of the products are said to evolve in the space dimension while the evolution of the components are said to evolve in the time dimension [23].

The contribution of the paper is configuration identification of the software artifacts participating in the software product line. During the evolution the changes in the different core assets and modifications in the different custom assets are identified and stored, so that the versioned artifacts can be used as and when needed. When the changes in the assets are reflected in the products, it is termed as forward promulgation. The changes in the products are also reflected back to the assets database. This is termed as rearward promulgation.

II. RELATED WORK

In the generic SCM model described by Clements and Northrop [4] core assets, custom assets and product instances are kept under configuration management. For each product instances under SCM, there is a corresponding product in use. Van gurp [5] proposes coupling variation modeling tools with subversion to support product derivation. He has yet to have a prototype to prove that the idea works. Kruger [6] describes an approach that uses conventional SCM tools. The core assets and product line instantiation infrastructure are kept under SCM.
Products are generated and are not kept under SCM. All changes are made in core assets and custom assets. In van Ommering [7], Kruger and van daresen[8] approaches, forward propagation is automatic. Since changes occur in the core assets, a product that uses the latest gets the new changes. Dependency among components and products is manually maintained. Molhodo SPL[9] is a prototype to solve the evolution problem at the configuration management level instead of at the source code at the programming language level. It is incomplete as it is only a research prototype.

III. PROPOSED WORK

In the existing system configuration management is applied on core assets and products. Product line software consists of domain engineering and application engineering. Domain-engineering defines the commonality and variability of assets. “Core assets – contains a set of domain specific but application independent component that can be adapted and reused in various related products”. “Custom assets – contains a set of application specific components.”

A product is a combination of core assets and custom assets. The software product line takes core and custom assets as an input and produces a product as an output. An individual product in the product line may share same core assets and different custom assets to adapt to the specific product requirement. A product can logically be considered as containing two parts - core part and custom part, which come from the core assets and custom assets respectively. Changes can propagate from the core assets project and custom assets project to products or from products to core assets project and custom assets project.

At the point when changes spread from core assets and custom assets to products is eluded as onward amend promulgation. A case of the onward amend promulgation is the change of the public asset in the product with corrective and improvement changes in related core assets and custom assets. Rearward amend promulgation is when changes transmit from the product to the core assets and custom assets. An example of rearward amend promulgation is the propagation of corrective change made in a public asset in a product in the core assets and custom assets project in order to make other products to incorporate changes in their public assets. As a matter of policy for SPLs, rearward amend promulgation should occur only when the changes being propagated is important to the product line so that other products can use.

Table 3.1 describes all possible amend promulgation that can occur by showing before and after states of hypothetical assets of core assets (IA), custom assets (DA) and product instances (P). Changes to an asset IA in the core-assets project are indicated by IA*, to an asset DA in the custom assets project are indicated by DA and to an asset P in the product instance are indicated by P. The merged result of the changes of the assets from the core, the custom and the product is indicated by P*, from the core and the product is indicated by P*^, from the custom and the product is indicated by P^ and from the core and the custom is indicted by P*. From the table 3.1, cases 1 to 9 shows onward amend promulgation while cases 10 to 20 show rearward amend promulgation.

The proposed system supports all the above forms of amend promulgation.

Table I: Different forms of amend promulgation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>BEFORE</th>
<th>AFTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IA</td>
<td>DA'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IA*</td>
<td>DA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IA*</td>
<td>DA'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IA*</td>
<td>DA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>IA</td>
<td>DA'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>IA*</td>
<td>DA'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>IA*</td>
<td>DA'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>IA</td>
<td>DA'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>IA*</td>
<td>DA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>IA</td>
<td>DA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>IA</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>DA</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>DA</td>
<td>P^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>DA</td>
<td>P^</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Changes have been made to the shared asset P in the product and the asset IA in core asset project. In this case the changes from the asset IA in the core project is merged with the shared asset P with the product specific changes. This case would represent a products independent evolution while bringing correction changes from the core project.

- Case 5: Product is sharing the asset IA from the core asset project and DA from the custom asset project. Changes have been made to the shared asset P in the product and the asset DA in custom asset project, in this case the changes from the asset DA in the custom project is merged with the shared asset P with the product specific changes. At this stage, shared asset P of the product has both set of changes. This case would represent a products independent evolution while bringing correction changes from the core project.

- Case 6: Product is sharing the asset IA from the core asset project and DA from the custom asset project. Changes have been made to the shared asset P in the product, the asset IA in core asset project and the asset DA in the custom asset project, in this case the changes from the asset IA in the core project and DA in the custom project are merged with the shared asset P with the product specific changes, now P of the product has all the set of changes. This case would represent a products independent evolution while bringing correction changes from the core and custom project.

- Case 7: Changes have been made to the assets in the custom assets project, core assets project and product project. The developer wants to replace the modified asset in the product with modified assets in the core and custom assets projects. After the developer performs this action, the asset in the product will be identical to the one in the core and custom assets project. In this case, the developer may find the product specific changes which may not be useful and could be subsequently replaced with the changes made in the core and custom project.

- Case 8: Changes have been made to the assets in the custom assets project and product project. The developer wants to replace the modified asset in the product with modified assets in the custom assets projects. After the developer performs this action, the asset in the product will be identical to the one in the custom assets project. In this case the developer may find the product specific changes which may not be useful and could be subsequently replaced with the changes made in the custom project.

- Case 9: Changes have been made to the assets in the core assets project and product project. The developer wants to replace the modified asset in the product with modified assets in the core assets projects. After the developer performs this action, the asset in the product will be identical to the one in the core assets project. In this case the developer may find the product specific changes might not be useful and could be replacing with the changes made in the core project.

- Case 10: At this stage, an asset from the core assets and custom assets project, which had not been shared with the product, is now shared with the product. The asset may be needed to the product.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>IA DA' P IA^ DA'^ P^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>IA* DA P IA'^ DA'^ P^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>IA* DA' P IA'^ DA'^ P^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>IA* DA' P IA^ DA^ P^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>IA DA' P IA^ DA^ P^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>IA* DA P IA^ DA^ P^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>DA P IA DA P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>IA P IA DA P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>P IA DA P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following describes each of the cases in more details:

- Case 1: The product is sharing the core asset IA and custom asset DA. Changes have been made to DA in the custom assets project. In this case the changes made in the custom-assets project are brought to the shared asset in the product. An example of this case is a correction made to an asset in the custom asset projects which is useful to the product sharing the asset. Thus the changes are pushed to the product.

- Case 2: The product is sharing the core asset IA and custom asset DA. Changes have been made to IA in the core assets project. In this case the changes made in the core assets project are brought to the shared asset in the product. An example of this case is a correction made to an asset in the core asset projects which is useful to the product sharing the asset. Thus the changes are pushed to the product.

- Case 3: The product is sharing the core asset IA and custom asset DA. Changes have been made to DA and IA in the core and custom assets project. In this case the changes made in the core assets and custom assets project are brought to the shared asset in the product. An example of this case is when a correction is made to an asset in the core asset project. In this case the changes made in the core assets project and DA from the custom asset project.

- Case 4: Product is sharing the asset IA from the core asset project and DA from the custom asset project.
• Case 11: At this stage, an asset from the core assets project that had not been shared with the product is now shared with the product. The asset may be needed to the product.
• Case 12: At this stage, an asset from the custom assets project that had not been shared with the product is shared with the product. The asset may be needed to the product.
• Case 13: The Product is sharing the asset IA from the core asset project and DA from the custom asset project. Changes have been made to the shared asset P in the product. In this case, the changes in the product asset P is changed with product specific changes. This case might represent a product's independent evolution.
• Case 14: The Product is sharing the asset IA from the core asset project and DA from the custom asset project. Changes have been made to the shared asset P in the product. In this case, the changes in product asset P are changed with product specific changes and these changes are reflected on core assets and custom assets projects.

Cases fifteen to twenty three are similar to the cases one to nine but changes are propagated in the opposite direction. There is a semantic difference among cases seven eight nine and cases twenty one, twenty two, twenty three.

IV. IMPLEMENTING CHANGE PROMULGATION

The proposed method allows product specific changes to shared components without interfering with the changes made to the referred component in the core and custom projects. To support product specific changes to shared core assets and custom assets in order to avoid interference between the product’s changes and the changes to the core asset’s and custom asset’s project’s, the core asset project and the custom asset project creates a product specific branch to support the changes. When a product developer checks in their product project with changes to a shared core asset or custom asset, the core assets and custom assets projects created an automatic branch to support it. The subsequent checking of changes to this shared asset for that particular product creates more versions of the product specific support branch created earlier.

The following is the algorithm for the proposed approach.

Procedure 1. Configuration management:

1. create assets();
2. create product();
3. if product is changed to next version then
4. read next version elements or assets
5. \( d = \text{diff(historical artifacts, next version elements or artifacts)} \)
6. if \( d \) is true then
7. Update the artifacts with corresponding core and custom artifacts in IA and DA list respectively.
8. go to step 5 until artifacts are completed.
9. end if;
10. end if;
11. go to step 2 until product = n

Procedure 2. Creating the core and custom assets:

1. create assets()
2. {
3. read asset
4. if asset is basic component then
5. store in IA list
6. else
7. store in DA list
8. end if;
9. }

Procedure 3. Creating the product with different core and custom assets

1. create product()
2. {
3. read the requirements of customer
4. if requirements match with the historical asset then
5. get IA list
6. select required core assets from IA list
7. get DA list
8. select required custom assets from DA list
9. else
10. create assets();
11. end if;
12. }

The following is a run-through evolution of a simple product line example that demonstrates our approach, which supports product line evolution and change promulgation. Fig 4.1 depicts the main development case of product PR project, the core assets (IA) project, the custom asset’s (DA) project and the product PQ project. The core asset’s project consists of A, B and C. The custom project consists of I, J and K. Product PR is using A and B asset’s from the core asset’s project and J from custom asset’s project. The product PQ is using B and C from the core asset’s project and I and K from the custom asset’s project. In the Fig the version trees of four projects consists of trees with one version. In the Fig product PR is at version PR1.0, the core assets project is at IA1.1.1, custom assets project DA1.1.1 and PQ is at version PQ1.0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CORE ASSETS PROJECTS</th>
<th>CUSTOM ASSETS PROJECTS</th>
<th>PRODUCT PR</th>
<th>PRODUCT PQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A B C</td>
<td>I J K</td>
<td>PR1.0</td>
<td>PQ1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA1.1.1</td>
<td>DA1.1.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 1: The version trees with First version
Fig 1: Product PR1.0 is using A and B from core assets project and J from custom assets project. Product PQ1.0 is using B and C from core assets project and I and K from custom assets project.

In the Fig 2 amendments are made to A of core assets, J of custom assets projects, A and J of product R and C of product Q. The changes made in both products R and Q are to shared assets. To support product specific changes to shared assets, this approach automatically creates branches. These branches are created when the changes checked in. PR1.1 is created to support the changes to A and J in product R and PQ2.0 is for product Q’s changes to C. The main idea is that all the changes to the shared components are stored in corresponding core assets, custom assets and special branches are created to support product specific changes.

Fig 2 Core assets project has changes to A resulting in IA2.1.1. Custom assets project has changes to J resulting in DA1.2.1. Product R has product specific changes to core asset A and custom asset J, resulting in version PR1.1. Product Q introduces at product specific component L and makes product specific changes to C resulting in PQ2.0.

The Fig 3 shows how amend promulgation is performed. Product R updates A with changes made in the core assets project (onward amend promulgation) this results in version PR2.0. Our approach performs a merge of changes made in A in product R of version PR1.1 with A of core assets project of version IA2.1.1. Resulting in IA2.1.2. The changes made to C in product Q is pushed to the core assets project (rearward amend promulgation) in addition the product specific component J is pushed to the custom assets project, so that other products can use it. Our approach performs a merge of changes made in C in product Q of version PQ2.0 with C of the core assets project of version IA 2.1.2. When L is propagated or pushed to the custom assets project, L is also removed from product Q and a shared component is created in its place that refers to L in the custom assets project.

Fig 3: Changes to C in product Q is pushed to core assets project (rearward amend promulgation), changes to J in product R is pushed to custom assets project (rearward amend promulgation). In addition product specific component J is moved to the custom assets project so that other products can use (rearward amend promulgation). As a result product Q shares J. Product R updates A with changes made from core assets project (onward amend Promulgation).

V. RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTION

To evaluate this approach AAR (Automated Academic Regulations) product line is used. To derive a product user can choose artifacts from core and custom assets. Once the user is with a product, the user can add product specific content and modified shared content. All the cases of change promulgation are evaluated and the model was able to perform all the twenty-three cases of change promulgations described above. In using this approach it is clearly visible as to which version of which asset is present in a particular product.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In configuration management of product line engineering work has been done on multiple evolving baselines of the assets rather than on a large number of individual product baselines. The proposed approach consists of a version model for a product line consisting of a core assets project, custom assets project and multiple product projects, where core assets and custom assets are shared among the products with the use of shared components. Using the shared
component data structure and branching of core assets project and custom assets project it is able to support the independent development of core assets, custom assets and products and change promulgation between them. This approach supports twenty-three cases of amend promulgations. Older SCM systems such as CVS [11] do not support code sharing. More recent SCM systems such as subversion [12], GIT [13] and Bazaar [14], support sharing of repositories which are closer to the idea of sharing components. However, these do not address the SPL evolution problem.

As a part of future work, a frame-work for managing interdependencies among various parts of the system in product line evolution is proposed. It is also proposed to give certain recommendations to be followed in the rearward amend promulgation.
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